OUR
CITYZENS

WHAT IS A FOOTBALL CLUB IF
IT’S NOT PLAYING FOOTBALL?
A LOT, IT TURNS OUT. AS COVID-19
FORCED THE POSTPONEMENT
OF THE FOOTBALL SEASON, WE
PIVOTED QUICKLY TO SUPPORT
AND ENTERTAIN OUR FANS
AS MANY WERE FORCED TO
STAY AT HOME AND ADAPT TO
LOCKDOWN CONDITIONS.

As restrictions began and the world went instantly virtual, we went with it. Within two weeks of the first
lockdown announcements, we launched ‘Cityzens at Home’, a dedicated online resource to enable fans
to remain close to the Club whilst we were apart, including fun educational resources, links to the latest
government guidance, and a special video message from Pep Guardiola to help keep spirits up.
We produced pre-match, half-time and post-match TV shows, ‘We’re Not Really Here’, all live
from the Etihad Stadium, and featuring City legends providing live match analysis and commentary.
We organised watch-at-home parties during live games so fans could connect with one another,
and aired famous past games, selected by players and fans, for ‘CITY+ Watch Together’ virtual
gatherings. CITY+ was made free for the entire Premier League season break. Meanwhile,
Sergio Agüero delivered a Spanish lesson for children on the BBC’s education channel, BBC Bitesize.

“BBC Bitesize Daily was designed to help UK families up and down the country, during
the most challenging time of national lockdown. Sergio Agüero’s contribution – which
he delivered with such enthusiasm – was a real highlight of our programme. He helped
to engage countless children in their Spanish studies and brought a smile to the face of
everyone who watched it.”
Alice Webb, Director of BBC Children’s and Education
Knowing that many people were isolated, we consulted with Age UK and with our safeguarding team,
and our staff and players made more than 3,000 phone calls to our Seasoncard holders over the age of
60. A full refund was made for the seven postponed home games that were played behind closed doors.
As a tribute to the many amazing people who are helping us through this crisis through their hard work
and unselfish dedication to keeping us safe and well, we replaced our Etihad Player of the Month with a
new Cityzen of the Month award to recognise the efforts of those fans – from NHS heroes and supermarket
workers, to charity workers and teachers – who had gone the extra mile during the pandemic.
We created a ‘design your own kit’ competition with PUMA, won by nine-year-old Lucy from Dublin.
The competition had thousands of entries, and a shortlist of four was put to Cityzens to vote. Lucy’s
winning design was made into a shirt, and Sergio Agüero got in touch to congratulate her personally.
Esports became an even more important connector for younger fans. In a digital first, we launched the
City Football Group (CFG) EA SPORTS FIFA 20 challenge, in which CFG’s esports teams, pro FIFA players
and fans put their skills to the test on the virtual pitch, with nine hours of competitive FIFA action broadcast
on Twitch. Players from Manchester City’s men’s and women’s teams took part, including Sergio Agüero,
Oleksandr Zinchenko, Georgia Stanway and Ellie Roebuck, and we also teamed up with FaZe Clan to
see their player FaZe Tass go head-to-head with City’s Shellzz. The event included the announcement of
CFG’s first female professional FIFA player, Xiao Jie.
As we geared up for the Premier League restart, we produced a documentary, ‘Project Restart’, so fans
could follow the process of getting the players back to training. The film was aired on Sky and NBC,
bringing it to wider football audiences in the UK and US.

“I always love a look behind closed doors. It helps us all feel closer to the club
– we’re not just a corporation, we’re a family united across the world.”
Fan, Cityzens Voice
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WE’RE NOT REALLY HERE: CREATING STUDIO GAMES
Jeremy Maxton, Head of Events
We know how important the stadium atmosphere and fan support
are to the players, and we know how important the close connection
is for fans, so our starting point was ‘How do we make this feel real?’
We started by setting up workshops across the business to come
up with a list of ideas and ended up with more than 250. A smaller
team then assessed and ranked every idea, and we settled on ten
initiatives which we started testing and planning for.
We used our global network to look at what leagues had done
around the world to see what worked and what didn’t, and what we
might want to do differently.
Having fans at the centre of the action from a player and a
broadcast perspective was really important to us, so we had screens
using Cisco technology, so-called ‘Wonder Walls’, integrated right
at the side of the pitch, so that players and fans would be visible
together on TV.
We worked with the winner of the 2019 City Start Up Challenge,
Salsa Sound, to create a bespoke crowd noise DJ platform using
real Manchester City crowd noises. This alternative soundtrack to the
one used by the main broadcasters gave viewers on our own digital
channels a more authentic experience. This was highly appreciated
by fans: 91% of them rated our artificial crowd noise as excellent,
good or okay.
We also incorporated more than 10,000 fan images and faces, and
names of supporters clubs all around the stadium and in the player
tunnel, so the players could feel the support, and knew exactly who
they were playing for, despite the distance.
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WE’RE NOT REALLY HERE: CONNECTING FANS TO STUDIO GAMES
We wanted to bring fans close to the action despite not being able to
attend games in person, and help provide some sense of normality,
despite the entirely abnormal situation. Never before has ‘We’re Not
Really Here’ felt so appropriate.
During the period when matchdays were virtual, we created a virtual
matchday programme too. We recognised that this would not be
enough for paper ticket collectors, so we also created special
limited edition commemorative tickets so that no collections would
be lacking.
We produced pre-match, half-time and post-match TV shows, all live
from the Etihad Stadium, featuring City legends from Joleon Lescott
and Shaun Wright-Phillips to Richard Dunne, Shaun Goater and
Paul Dickov. These shows were made possible with the support
of our partners Etihad (for pre-match and half-time shows) and
Nexen (post-match shows). Together, they attracted more than
14 million video views from our fans.
Official Supporters Clubs held online watch parties, with each
branch being able to host their own party, regardless of geography,
thanks to the Cisco technology that we made available. And
Cityzens submitted thousands of photos which were displayed
throughout the stadium to support the team in our largest ever
user-generated content initiative to date.
“I like the connection with fans and bringing fans closer to
the team virtually when we can’t be there at the stadium.”
Fan, Cityzens Voice
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MEMBERSHIP &
SUPPORTERS CLUBS

WE WELCOMED 1.6 MILLION NEW
CITYZENS THIS YEAR, TAKING OUR
TOTAL MEMBERSHIP TO 5 MILLION.
And we worked extra hard to make sure every single person from anywhere in the world felt
connected and engaged, with new, unique and interactive content. This year, we focused on
creating and targeting a more personalised offering, with a bespoke approach for different
regions. This included digital rewards for Cityzens in Trophy Tour locations, and localised
celebrations of important events like Lunar New Year, Brazilian Carnival and Holi Festival.
For the first time in English football history, one top-flight club held six men’s and women’s
trophies – us! To celebrate, we set out with all six trophies on a global tour, taking in 30 cities in
14 countries, in some venues accompanied by Club legends like Paul Dickov, Joleon Lescott,
Shaun Wright-Phillips and Micah Richards. The tour itinerary itself drew on interactions with fans:
Cityzens had the opportunity to have the trophies brought to their home city by voting on the tour’s
schedule as it progressed.
32 new Official Supporters Club (OSC) branches were formed, taking us to a total of 299
branches, including four that were formed during the lockdown period. The OSC network
celebrated its 70-year anniversary this year and held a very special dinner for more than 500
people at Manchester Central. We also held eight OSC roadshows in Manchester before the
COVID-19 restrictions began, taking City staff to OSC branches around the city.
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CITYZENS AROUND THE WORLD
Giving City fans a voice in the Club’s decisions

Cityzens signed up and actively engaged
around the world. Growth was strongest in
the UK, USA, Algeria, India and Brazil

SOURCE: Manchester City (the figure counts registered fans who engage in some way, such as submitting entries, clicking on a Cityzens widget, etc.)
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GLOBAL PRESENCE

COMMUNITY
PROJECTS

TROPHY
TOUR

23 30
14
Cities

Countries

PRE-SEASON
TOUR

SUPPORTERS
CLUBS

Nanjing, China

Members

ASIA

Shanghai, China
Hong Kong
Yokohama, Japan

24,055
299
Supporters clubs

64
Countries
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MEDIA

WE CONTINUED TO EVOLVE AND
INNOVATE IN THE MEDIA SPACE TO
SERVE UP THE HIGHEST QUALITY
CONTENT TO OUR FANS.

The PUMA partnership – and accompanying range of three new kits for the new season – was
launched in July 2019 with our biggest ever media campaign. It included an augmented reality
(AR) element featuring an industry-acclaimed Snapchat lens that allowed fans to play a penalty
game before trying on the kits using the AR technology. Three of the posts on PUMA’s Instagram
feed covering the new kit were in their all-time top ten in terms of engagement. And the media
campaign worked; the new kits achieved a new Club record for sales.
We expanded the availability of our over-the-top (OTT) streaming platform, CITY+, which is
now accessible on Smart TVs, via an app on mobile devices, or in a web browser. Providing
unrivalled access to premium high-quality content, fans can watch full replays of men’s and
women’s matches, live streams of pre-season tour fixtures and exclusive documentaries.
In September, we launched a collaboration with FaZe Clan, the most popular esports
organisation in the world. Highlights of the collaboration in the first year include the exclusive
merchandise drop of men’s team walk-out jackets, members of FaZe Clan appearing in CityTV’s
EA Sports monthly magazine show, and streamed Fortnite sessions between pro Fortnite player
Nate Hill, Kyle Walker and Kevin De Bruyne. Manchester City’s announcement tweet of this
partnership had the second highest level of engagement of all the Club’s tweets in the 2019
calendar year, second only to the post celebrating the 2018-19 Premier League title win.
We created more cutting-edge viewing experiences with Intel’s TrueView product this season,
with the introduction of immersive highlights. This led to the evolution of Be the Player, which
uses immersive 5G camera technology to give a ‘mindseye’ view of how a killer pass or play
was executed by our men’s team stars. We also teamed up with Second Spectrum to produce
statistical insight pieces in partnership with SAP and Rexona.
On our main social accounts, the number of followers continued to grow on Facebook, Twitter
and especially Instagram, which was up 44%. Including our newest channel on TikTok, there
were 319 million interactions this year on our social channels, 22% up from the previous year.
This growth is impressive given the disruption to the season which meant that there was less
on-the-pitch activity to spark social media engagement. With fewer games played, much of the
growth may be attributed to the wide range of initiatives the Club launched in the digital space
during lockdown.
The pandemic also had a significant effect on TV viewing of live Premier League games.
Taking into account all games played this season (including those in July), there was a huge
41% increase in viewing in the UK of live games featuring Manchester City. This was due in part
to all Premier League games being shown on TV during Project Restart, including some on
free-to-air channels. City’s away game against Southampton was the second most watched
Premier League game during the Restart period with a live UK audience of 4.4 million on the
BBC. Globally, live viewing of TV games involving Manchester City saw steady growth once
again, up by 6%. This was despite in some key countries, such as Brazil, the rights moving from
free-to-air television to a pay-TV broadcaster (reducing total audience numbers but increasing
broadcast revenues from that territory).
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ENGAGEMENT
Interactions (likes, shares, comments, etc.) across platforms up by over 20% in 2019-20

Key areas of growth this year:
UP

319M

Interactions across Instagram,
Facebook, Twitter and TikTok

Interactions
on Facebook
UP

Interactions
on Instagram

Interactions in
first year on TikTok

SOURCE: CrowdTangle, Twitter Analytics, YouTube Analytics, TikTok Analytics
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FOLLOWERS
Growth of Manchester City social media accounts in 2019-20

19.3M
Instagram followers

13.4M
Twitter followers

40.0M
Facebook followers

SOURCE: CrowdTangle, Twitter Analytics
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TV BROADCASTING
Viewers of live Premier League games featuring Manchester City on television in 2019-20

51.2M
Cumulative TV
viewers in the UK

242M
Cumulative TV
viewers globally

SOURCE: Nielsen
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MANCHESTER CITY AND GATORADE
PRESENT ‘SCIENCE OF SUCCESS’
‘Science of Success’ was a 19-minute film providing an in-depth look inside
the City Football Academy to reveal how the then-reigning Premier League
champions prepared for and recovered from matchdays.
With insight from our sports science department into how they work with the
Gatorade Sports Science Institute (GSSI), the documentary highlights how
the Club helps players manage the physical demands of their career.
Sergio Agüero and Gabriel Jesus both revealed how they approach their
diets and how this has benefited them on the pitch, while Jill Scott, Georgia
Stanway and Caroline Weir explained how they recover between games.
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MATCHDAY

BEFORE RESTRICTIONS BEGAN, WE
PLAYED A TOTAL OF 20 HOME GAMES
AT THE ETIHAD STADIUM (13 IN THE
PREMIER LEAGUE, THREE IN THE
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE, TWO IN THE FA
CUP AND TWO IN THE LEAGUE CUP).
In the Premier League, the average home attendance for the games played with fans was
54,219, the highest ever in the Etihad Stadium, while average home attendance for the cup
games was 47,327, an increase of 2% year-on-year (this rise would be expected to have
been higher had the post-lockdown cup games covering the later rounds been played with
fans). Fans came from more than 77 different countries, although 70% still live within a
50-mile radius of the Etihad Stadium.
Kicking off in front of a record 31,213 fans against Manchester United at the Etihad Stadium
back in September, Caroline Weir’s wonder goal set the tone for another exciting FA
Women’s Super League (WSL) campaign. With a 1-0 victory, City earned the bragging rights
in what was the first ever Manchester women’s derby, presented by new kit partners PUMA.
In the period running up to the league’s premature conclusion in February, the average
attendance at women’s games played at the Academy Stadium was up almost 40%
year-on-year, from 1,509 in 2018-19 to 2,100 in 2019-20 (this excludes the derby played
at the Etihad Stadium).
The Man City Kids Fanzone had a record attendance of more than 2,000 people,
and average attendance was up by 30% across the 13 weekend matchdays of the
shortened season.
The Etihad Stadium was voted first place in the Premier League (in its annual Fan
Experience Survey) for our fan zone, City Square, and the second most child-friendly
stadium. Overall, we were in the Premier League’s Top Five clubs in six different categories.
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ETIHAD VISITORS
Record attendances at the Etihad Stadium prior to lockdown

54,219

99%

Average Premier League home
attendance for the 13 games
played with fans, higher than all
previous all-season averages at
the Etihad Stadium

Occupancy rate for Premier
League games (for those
played with fans in the stadium)

20.4
YEARS

Average time a Manchester
City fan has been attending
the Club’s football matches,
the fourth-highest figure in the
Premier League

SOURCE: Manchester City, Premier League Matchday Fan Experience Survey 2019-20
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SEASON TICKET PRICES
Cheapest 2019-20 season tickets of the six biggest Premier League clubs by revenues*
Manchester City’s cheapest Seasoncard cost just £325, one of the lowest adult season ticket prices in the Premier League

Cheapest season tickets of the
other biggest clubs (Manchester
United, Chelsea, Liverpool,
Tottenham Hotspur, Arsenal)

Manchester City’s cheapest
Seasoncard

*Revenues as ranked by Deloitte’s 2020 Football Money League
SOURCE: Manchester City
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SENSORY ROOM
For young people with sensory processing issues, the sights, sounds and crowds
they encounter on a matchday can be overwhelming, making it difficult for them
and their families to attend and enjoy matches.
That has been an issue for City fans Mike and his son Charlie, who has autism,
as well as Adele and her son Alfie, who has Down’s Syndrome and autism.
In October 2019, we opened a sensory room in the Etihad Stadium as a
dedicated space for fans like Charlie and Alfie. The specially-designed space
provides a safe and controlled environment in which to watch the match while
offering a full, unrestricted view of the pitch. Seating is also available in the
stadium bowl for those who want to spend some time in the crowd.
The space is not only used for matchdays; City in the Community also invite
local schools to see and learn from the sensory room. This includes both special
educational needs schools, who use the space to give pupils a fun day at the
Etihad Stadium, and mainstream schools who bring students to learn about
sensory processing issues.
Alfie and Charlie were among the first children to trial the space during the first
four home matches of the 2019-20 season, with Charlie meeting Rodri and being
handed a signed shirt on his visit. We have since welcomed 36 more families,
with a waiting list for the 2020-21 season, in addition to the 14 families who
would have attended the postponed games.
Adele said:

“It means the world. It’s something I never thought would
happen. We’ve just felt like a normal family coming to a match.
It’s a fabulous space with everything you need, and he’s been
so well looked after. He’s had the best time.”
“It’s a wonderful facility. It just makes the whole matchday experience
for me and Charlie really relaxing,” added Mike.
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